
Make labeling easy. If you absolutely must have a perfectly printed file label, 
then invest in a label maker that you can keep in your desk drawer or your 
file-on-the-go station.

Let go of perfection. You don’t need perfectly labeled file folders, the perfect 
desk arrangement, or the perfect day to work on cleaning out your inbox. 
This will only lead to clutter, which negatively impacts your productivity.

Create a file-on-the-go station to make filing quick and simple. Include items 
such as hanging files and interior files, poly pockets, label maker, removable 
labels, markers, pens, and pencils.

Clutter distracts you, restricts your ability to focus, and limits your brain’s 
ability to process information. Clearing the clutter creates a refreshed 
environment that will help you work more efficiently and think more clearly.

Learn your unique time and space style preferences – your organizing 
type – and your executive’s preferences, too. Adapt your systems to work 
effectively together. 

Make organizing a daily habit, not a recurring project!

Define a color code and use it for files, calendar appointments, 
tasks, email, etc.

Apply the four basic steps of organizing to each area where you struggle with 
organization. Print the four-step graphic and post it in your workspace so you 
remember to apply it.

Keep your organization systems visible. Post the color-coding system and 
your file naming conventions to share it with your team. 

Find training, templates, and resources to help you get organized at 
AllThingsAdmin.com.
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Establish the direction of workflow across your desk (left to right or right to 
left), and create three zones in your workspace. Zone 1 is the main area of 
your desk, which includes tools you need and active projects. Zone 2 is the 
staging area for the work you need to do each day. Zone 3 is for storage, 
archives, supplies, and things you don’t need every day. 
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ORGANIZATION
The principles of organization are the same no matter what you’re trying 

to do – whether it’s organizing your ideas, files, or a big project!
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